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Henry Blake

Henry Blake is a NPC played by Yoshi.

Henry Blake
Species: Kodians
Gender: Male

Age: 45
Height: 11'6“ (3.5052m)
Weight: 2000 lbs (680.389kg)

Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Star Army Medical

Rank: Chui
Current Placement: YSS Soyokaze

Physical Characteristics

Height: 11'6” (3.5052m)
Mass: 2000 lbs (680.389kg)

Build and Skin Color: Sandy brown fur

Eyes and Facial Features: Glassy blue eyes that peer out from under his eye brows, giving him a mild
silly yet caring aura. He always has at least a little smiled on, even under the worse of stress. This all give
his round face an amused appearance.

Ears: Fluffy, sandy brown, and round, his ears were hidden under his ever worn hat.

Distinguishing Features: His tan Boonie hat always sits floppy on his head, covered in fishing hooks of
different types, they are large and intimidating to all non-kodian sized peoples.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Happy-go-lucky and easy going, Blake always has a smile for anyone who crosses his path.
A large soft spot for children and mini-nekos, he always makes sure that he has a sucker or a candy treat
for them. Always a few hours before or after a drink, he always is soberish if a medical emergency needs
him.

Likes: A good stiff drink, Fishing (for anything bigger then a meter in length), and helping people
medically.
Dislikes: people suffering, bad manners, and people screwing with his medical supplies.
Goals: Retire to a planet with good fishing and a quite cottage.
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Character Data
Character Name Henry Blake
Character Owner Yoshi
Character Status Inactive Player Character
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Rank Chui
SAOY Occupation Star Army Medical
SAOY Assignment YSS Soyokaze
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